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A Jordan operator is a (infinite) direct sum of a norm bounded sequence of finite 
dimensional Jordan blocks. An operator T is quasisimilar to a Jordan operator if 
and only if both T and T* are triangularizable, whence bitriangular. The canonical 
Jordan model of such an operator is determined just by the numerical data: 
dim[ker( T- II)” + ‘/ker( T- ,?I)“]. An analysis of hyperinvariant subspaces, 
similarity orbits, and other aspects of these operators are analyzed using this 
model. ‘k, 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
A Hilbert space operator T is called triangular if it has an upper 
triangular matrix with respect o some orthonormal basis {e,, n 2 1 } of the 
underlying space. When both T and T* are triangular (in general, with 
respect to different orthonormal bases), T is called bitriungulur (class 
(Bd )). This is a rich class containing all algebraic operators, diagonal 
normal operators, block diagonal operators, and all operators with a 
staircase representation (Section 3). When the Hilbert space is finite 
dimensional, of course every operator is bitriangular. Our purpose is to 
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show that bitriangular operators are the natural analogues of the finite 
dimensional ones. Every operator on a finite dimensional space is similar 
to a unique Jordan form. In infinite dimensions, operators similar to 
Jordan forms (direct sums of Jordan blocks) form quite a small class. 
Various authors [4,21,48,49] have supported the notion that quasi- 
similarity is an appropriate relation in this context. It will be shown that 
every bitriangular operator T is quasisimilar to a canonical Jordan form, 
called the Jordan model of T. For elementary reasons, the bitriangular 
operators form the largest class of operators which have Jordan models. So 
in in this sense, we have obtained the best possible result concerning the 
extension of Jordan forms to infinite dimensions. In particular, our results 
subsume those of Apostol, Douglas, and Foias [4] on models for algebraic 
operators. 
To make this precise, let nul( T- A; k) be the dimension of ker( T-l)k 0 
ker( T- L)kP ‘. In finite dimensions, this counts the number of Jordan 
blocks for 1 of size at least k. So we set a( T- A; k) = nul( T- A; k) - 
nul( T- I; k + l), where K# - 1% is deigned to be 8%. Now, the Jordan form 
of T is 
.I( T)= c @ c (A,Z+Jk)““-i’k! 
L E UPC 7-I kZI 
The main theorem for bitriangular operators is that T +4s J(T). 
Our main result yields many consequences. In particular, we obtain a 
complete description of the quasisimilarity orbit 
&Y(T)= {AE~?(X):A ;;; T} 
of a bitriangular operator T. That is, we give a complete description of 
those operators with a given Jordan model. We obtain detailed information 
about their possible spectra. We also consider the relationship between 
&Y(T) and the closure of the similarity orbit 
Y(T) = { WTW-‘: WE P’(H) is invertible}. 
This latter result depends on the similarity orbit theorem [S, Theorem 9.21. 
Interest in quasisimilarity is due, in part, to its usefulness in the search 
for invariant subspaces [49, 38, 16-J. Naturally, bitriangular operators have 
a rich collection of invariant and even hyperinvariant subspaces. We will 
use our results to study the structure of an important sublattice of hyperin- 
variant subspaces of a bitriangular operator. These results, in a special 
case, are applied to give a partial answer to the problem of describing those 
operators T whose lattice contains a quasicomplement for every subspace of 
the underlying space. Such operators are shown to be quasimilar to 
diagonal normal operators. The converse remains an open question. 
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This paper contains many examples illustrating the often peculiar 
behaviour even in this apparently nice class of operators. Many problems 
are stated throughout the paper. It is our feeling that the bitriangular 
operators form a tractable class about which many interesting things 
remain to be discovered. 
For the purposes of this paper, all Hilbert spaces will be separable. Most 
of the results, including the main result for Jordan models of bitriangular 
operators, are easily reformulated for Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension. 
The proofs are a routine exercise and are left to the interested reader. 
This article was written while the second author was spending part of his 
sabbatical vacations at the University of Waterloo. He thanks the Depart- 
ment of Pure Mathematics of the University of Waterloo for the generous 
invitation. He also thanks Professor Leiba Rodman for several stimulating 
discussions. We also thank Professor Pei-Yuan Wu for pointing out two 
errors in the original manuscript and for several interesting suggestions. 
l.(a) NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Let X denote a separable Hilbert space of infinite dimension, let 8(%‘) 
denote the space of bounded linear operators, and let X or X(X’) denote 
the ideal of compact operators. We will follow the notation of [32]. In 
particular, a(T), o,(T), cr,(T), and a,(T) denote the spectrum, left and 
right spectrum, and point spectrum, respectively; the sets O,(T), a,,(T), 
a,,(T) are the corresponding parts of the essential spectrum. Also, 
crlre( T) = a,,(T) n a,(T) is the complement of prF( T), the set of points 1 in 
@ such that T- II is semi-Fredholm. The set a,(T) consists of the isolated 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, known as normal eigenvalues. If o is a 
clopen subset of O(T), then 3V( T, a) denotes the corresponding invariant 
subspace. The range of A in y(X) is denoted by ran A = A#, and ker A 
denotes its kernel. Also, ml(A) =dim ker A. By ker A”‘, we mean 
V n21 ker A”; and nul A” is the dimension of this subspace. When ran A is 
closed, and one of nul(A) or nul(A*) is finite; then A is semi-Fredholm and 
ind(A) = nul(A) - nul(A*). 
Let p&(A) denote the parts of p,,(A) of positive and negative indices, 
respectively. The reader is referred to [9; 25; 32, Chap. 1; 391 for more 
information about semi-Fredholm operators. 
An operator X in y(X) is quasiaffinity if it is injective and has dense 
range. An operator S is a quusiuffine transform of an operator T (written 
S< T) if there exists a quasiaffinity X such that TX= XS. Two operators 
S and T are quasilinear (written S -ys T) if S< T and T<S. Since the 
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product of quasiaffinities is a quasiaflinity, i is a partial order and wyA is 
an equivalence relation. 
The notion of quasisimilarity was introduced by B. Sz-Nagy and 
C. Foiag [48,49] in connection with their harmonic analysis of contrac- 
tions on a Hilbert space. Among other results, they proved that certain 
contractions are quasisimilar to unitary operators and, consequently, have 
a large number of hyperinvariant subspaces. Later, T. Hoover [38] showed 
that quasisimilarity preserves the existence of a (non-trivial) hyperinvariant 
subspace. However, it does not preserve the structure of the hyperlattice 
[30] (the lattice of all subspaces invariant for the commutant of T). 
Fialkow [16] (also see [37]) extended both of these results to show that 
quasisimilarity does preserve a large part of the hyperlattice. 
Quasisimilarity is a rather subtle property. In spite of many serious 
efforts, a complete description of the quasisimilarity orbit is known for a 
rather small set of operators. In particular, C. Apostol [Z] did this for 
normal operators ; C. Apostol, R. Douglas, and C. Foias [4] obtained a 
complete answer for nilpotent operators. A great deal of effort has gone 
into examining the quasisimilarity orbit of the unilateral shift [ 1, 11, 12, 
47, 51-541 and several other classes [3, 17, 21,403. 
The results about the shift strongly suggest hat any operator A wyz S, a 
shift of finite multiplicity, should be similar to a contraction B. For 
contractions, it is known [52] that they have spectrum equal to the closed 
unit disk, and B - I is injective with ind B - 1. = ind S for all i in the open 
unit disc D. 
It is shown in [31] that &f’(T) =9(T) for a dense set of operators T 
in U(Z)), and 29(T) is strictly larger than 9’(T) or another dense set. 
And there is a third dense set of operators, each of which is quasisimilar 
to a “normal plus compact” operator [33]. The equivalence of nests of 
subspaces modulo quasisimilarity is analyzed in [ 131. The interested 
reader is referred to [ 18. 373 for additional information on quasisimilarity. 
l.(b) ORGANIZATION 
Section 2 deals with the basic results about triangular operators that we 
need later. In particular, we deal with decomposition via their eigenvalues; 
and the behaviour of nul(T- I)” for n 2 1. Section 3 deals with the 
structure of bitriangular operators. A complete spectral picture is given for 
this class. We show that, after a small perturbation via a similarity, every 
bitriangular operator can be given a “staircase” matrix representation. This 
matrix form is the key to obtaining a Jordan operator as a quasiaffine 
transformation. 
In Section 4, we define the Jordan model for a bitriangular operator. The 
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main result, Theorem 4.6, shows that every bitriangular operator is 
quasisimilar to its Jordan model. This yields various corollaries, including 
a very simple description of the quasisimilarity orbit of T. We show that 
this model is sufficient to deal with the “three test questions” of 
Kaplinsky [42] introduced for operators in [41, 81. 
In Section 5, a complete description of the possible spectra of an 
operator quasisimilar to T is obtained. Then the similarity orbit theorem 
[S, Theorem 9.21 is applied to describe when ZY’( T) is contained in the 
closure Y(T)- of the similarity orbit. Section 6 deals with invariant and 
hyperinvariant subspaces. This section consists of some partial results, 
many peculiar examples, and several open problems. 
More invariant subspaces are pursued in Section 7. A description is given 
of operators T such that Lat T contains a complement o every subspace 
of finite or colinite dimension. Then we consider the class of injective, 
bitriangular compact operators first mentioned by Fialkow [16]. The 
section concludes with some more observations about triangular operators. 
In Section 8, it is shown that bitriangular operators quasisimilar to 
diagonal normal operators of multiplicity one are dense in the biquasi- 
triangular operators. 
2. TRIANGULAR OPERATORS 
A rather complete picture of the spectral structure of a triangular 
operator is contained in [32, Chap. 3; 29; 34; or 353. In particular, one 
readily sees that an operator T is triangular if and only if 
V {ker(T-l)?AEC,kgl}=X. 
The diagonal entries of a typical triangular operator are far from unique, 
and the backward shift given by S*e, = 0, S*e, = e, _ , for n 3 2 is a good 
example. Given any sequence {An, n 2 11 in the open unit disc such that 
Ix ,,> r 1 - iA,1 = co, there is an orthonormal basis so that the matrix of S* 
is triangular with diagonal {A,,}. On the other hand, this implies that S has 
no eigenvalues at all. For a triangular operator T, the point spectrum 
crP( T*), is always contained in the set of diagonal entries d( T*) of T*. We 
require a generalization of this fact. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let ker(A; k) denote ker Ak 0 ker Ak- ’ and nul(A; k) 
=dim ker(A;k), ka 1. Let 
0 if kerA-A=0 
ord(A; 2) = n if nul(A-1;n)#O=nul(A-A;n+i) 
cc if nul(A - 1; n) # 0 for all n B 1. 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let T be a triangular operator with diagonal d(T). Then 
op( T* ) is contained in (2: i E d( T) ] and 
nul(( T- A)*; k) < nul( T- 2; k) 
fbr all 1 in C, and k k 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let A = 0. Let {e,, j>, 1) be the 
orthonormal basis that triangularizes T, and let P,, be the orthogonal 
projection onto AR = span{ e,, . . . . e,}. Since A,, is invariant for T, 
ker( Tk 1 A,,) is contained in ker( T“) for each k 2 1. Thus the projection of 
ker( Tl &ilfi ;k) onto ker( T; k) is injective, and 
nul(TI.i!E;k)<nul(T;k). 
On the other hand, for any vector x, 
(P,, Tek 1 s,.Vn) P,.u = P, T*k.~. 
So P,(ker T*k) is obtained in ker(P, T*k\ A,,). Moreover, for any nonzero 
vector I in ker( T*; k), P,,.u will not lie in ker(P,T*k-‘IA!,,) for n 
sufficiently large. So 
nul(T*; k) d lim sup nul(P,T* 1 &f’!,,; k). 
,I - zx 
From the linear algebra, we obtain 
nul(P,,T*k) -A!,,) =nul(TkI A,,) 
for all k 3 1 and n > 1. Hence for k >, 1 and n > 1, we have 
nul(P, T* I A’,,; k) = nul( T\ &‘,,; k). 
Putting these inequalities together yields 
nul( T*; k 
In particular, if 0 is not 
thus ker T* = (0). 1 
<limsupnul(P,T*I,&‘n;k) 
II - x 
= lim sup nul( TI %@,,t,; k) < nul( T; k). 
rr - x 
in d(T), then ker( T) n A$, = {O} for all n 2 1 and 
Consider an operator in U(X @ 2) of the form 
T= 
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where A, B, C belong to Y(X). If A and B are triangular, then it is not 
necessarily true that T is triangular. For example, if A is the compact 
backward weighted shift defined by 
Ae, = 0, Ae, = (j-l) e.i-, for j>2 
(with respect to the orthonormal basis {ei}z, of Xi), B=O and C is any 
operator mapping 2 injectively onto a linear manifold L@ of A? such that 
ran C n ran A = 5%? n AZ = (0}, then a straightforward computation shows 
that a(T)=a,(T)= {0} and 
(the construction of C is a standard exercise, e.g., see [14]). 
If RE L?(H) is a strict contraction (i.e., IJRI( < l), and S* is the 
backward shift of multiplicity one, then S*(m) is unitarily equivalent to 
(see [49]). The operator S*(x’ is triangular, but the (1, 1)-entry of the 
above matrix is not, in general. 
Nevertheless, the (2,2)-entry is always triangular if the 2 x 2 operator 
matrix is triangular. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let T be triangular operator with diagonal d(T) = 
(S, j> l}. Suppose that ,X is an invariant subspace for T* and 
B = (T* ) .M)* = P., TI ..K. Then B is triangular, and a basis can be chosen 
so that d(B) c d(T). In particular, a( T* ) .M) n d(T)* is not empty. 
ProoJ By our previous remarks, the triangularity of T implies that 
X’ = V ker( T- S)“. With respect to Z = A’ 0 A’, we can write 
T= 
A C I 1 0 B and (Bfn)x]. 
So any vector x@ y in ker( T- S)” yields the vector y in ker(B- A,)“. It 
follows immediately that A? = V ker( B - Aj)“. Hence B is triangular with 
d(B) z d(T). In particular, o,(B) meets d(T). So a( T* (4) n d( T)* is 
nonempty. 1 
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2.4. COROLLARY. If T is triangular, d(T) = { 2,},?:, (with respect to 
some orthonormal basis) and 
ker( T- 1,)“’ 
T= 
ker[(T-I,)(T-J,)]” 0 ker(T-A,)‘” 
ker[(T-E.,)(T-l,)(T-I,)]” 
0 kerC(T - A,)( T- A,)]“, 
then T, , T,, . . . are triangular operators. (T,, T,, . . . may act on finite dimen- 
sional spaces; if ik = ,Ij for some j c k, then Tk acts on the trivial space {O}.) 
Proof: It is obvious that 
T, = Tlker(T-A,)” 
is triangular. By Lemma 2.3, 
B,= 
is also triangular, and a straightforward computation shows that 
T, = B, ( ker(B, - &)“’ 
is triangular. The result follows by induction. 1 
Our next result can be applied to a wide class of operators, not 
necessarily triangular. Observe that if 
A= 
where Aj E 6p( 3) for j > 1, and interior a( Aj) = 0 for all j, then 
(and each component of a(A) meets [lJF 1 a( - ) but, in general, this 
inclusion is proper. For instance, it can happen that [U,? i a( - is a 
totally disconnected set, but a(A) is connected, etc. (see [29]). 
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2.5. PROPOSITION. Let 
A= 
and assume that 
4Aj) n 4%) = 121 if j#k; 
then x @,2, Aj< A. 
Proof: It will be shown that there exists an upper triangular operator 
matrix X of the form 
such that X is a quasiaffinity and 
Here {6j>Jz i is a strictly decreasing sequence of positive reals converging 
to 0 (b, = 1). The Xik’s are inductively defined as follows: if we formally 
write AX= X(x @;z, Aj) (or, equivalently, AX- X(x @,Z, Aj) = 0), we 
obtain 
1 
k-l 
=bk AiX,+ C A,X,k+Aik-XikAk 
r=i+l 
k-l 
(A,Xik - XikAk) + Aik + 1 A,Xrk 
r=i+l > 
for 1 < i < k < co, and the remaining entries of the matrix vanish identi- 
cally. 
The (1,2)-entry shows that 
Al X,2 - XlzAz = -A,,. 
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Since a(A, Q.?, Rosenblum’s theorem [45; 32, Chap. 31 estab- 
lishes the invertibility of 
SA,.A?E ma=%, &)I1 where = .4,, .42 (X)=A,X-XA2. 
Whence we readily obtain the unique solution 
We proceed by induction; suppose the first k - 1 columns have been 
determined, and consider the kth column. The above equations show that 
k- I 
TA,,A~(X,)= -A,- C AirXrk, i= 1, 2, . . . . k- 1. 
r=i+l 
Since o(Ai) n c(Ak) = 0, these equations have the unique solution 
k-l 
xik = -TA,,l,ta Aik+ C i=1,2 ,..., k-l, 
r=i+ I 
which define the kth column. 
It is easily seen that the matrix defining X represents, indeed, a bounded 
linear mapping, provided bj + 0 fast enough. And 
for all possible choices of the his. Moreover, 
x(~$,~)=~~~s$ (forallk=L2,...) 
so that 
Thus it only remains to show that the bj’s can be chosen so that X is 
injective. To this end, choose the bj decreasing to 0 so fast that 
f bj(IX,I( <2-‘b, foreach i2 1. 
j=i+ I 
(For example, one could recursively define bj = 2 -‘b.; _ , min L G i < j II X,II - ‘. ) 
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Let x = C 0,: 1 xi, for xi in J& be any vector in ker A’. The ith coordinate 
of XX is 
O=b,xi+ 5 bjX,xj. 
./=if I 
Hence 
whence 
lI.yIl 2= c II-d12 d IL~II 2/3, 
which implies x = 0. 1 
2.6. Remark. Under certain circumstances, these two results can be 
applied to a triangular operator T to obtain triangular operators T, with 
gP( Tk) = {Pi} and Ck r r @ Tk < T. However, to do this, we require a( T,) 
to be pairwise disjoint. The construction above does not do this, in general. 
Even for bitriangular operators, we were not able to make this method 
work directly even though we know it works because of other arguments. 
We can now obtain further information about nul( T*; k) when T is 
triangular. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose T is a triangular operator and for some 1 in 
@ and some integer k, nul(( T- A)*; k) < a~. Then ord( T*; ,I) < co. That is, 
there is an integer m so that ker( T- A)*‘” = ker( T- A)*“‘. 
Proof: We may assume that A = 0. The space At = ker T*” is invariant 
for T*. So by Lemma 2.3, the compression P, TI ,X is triangular. So we 
may also assume that A? = 2. Let Jlt, = ker(T*; n) and decompose 
=@=lLLl @An. Let the matrix of T* with respect o this decomposition 
be 
Al 
0 
0 
0 
B,, B,4 
A2 B 24 
0 A3 
0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
... . 
. . . 1 
Note that, by construction, each A.i must be injective. By Lemma 2.2, 
a,(T)= (0). 
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By hypothesis, -& is finite dimensional. So dim &?,, is a decreasing 
sequence of non-negative integers, and thus is eventually constant. Say 
dim -*li”, = d for n >, m. Suppose d > 1. Then A,, are bijections for n 2 m. Let 
$ = ker T*“’ and I$ = Z:. Then it is easy to verify that the compression 
A * = P,, T* ) Y~J has dense range. Thus A = TI Zz is injective. Since T* I Ju 
is nilpotent of order m, the triangular operator T” has the form 
on xz @ -X;. Since A” is injective, 
ker( Tkm) = 
K > 
*’ :A tk - ’ I’,,( A”‘.y + Xy ) = 0 = ker T”‘. 
.1’ 
Hence ker T” = ker T”’ # 3E0, contrary to fact. So d = 0 and 3Eo = 
Ker T*“‘. m 
We will need a simple lemma, whose proof is omitted. 
2.8. LEMMA. Let A, B, and X be operators on SF. Assume that X has 
dense range and AX = XB. Then X ker(B - l)k is contained in ker(A - ,I)k. 
Thus if B is triangular, so is A. A fortiori, the set of triangular operators is 
closed under quasisimilaritJ3. 
We also note that if .Y belongs to ker( B - A)k but not to ker( B- l)k ~~ ‘, 
then X.x belongs to ker(A- ,I)” but not ker(A-J)k-‘. Thus if X is 
injective, then it induces an injection of ker(B- I)k/ker(B- ,I)kP ’ into 
ker(A - ,I)k/ker( A - ,I)k ~ ‘. From this, one obtains the following known 
lemma [ 17, Lemma 2.11. 
2.9. LEMMA. If B is a quasiaffine transform of A, then 
nul(B-&k)<nul(A--A;k) forall A~@,k>l. 
In particular, if A -yS B, then nul( B - 2; k) = nul( A - 1; k) for all 2 E @ and 
k>, 1. 
3. BIIXIANGULAR OPERATORS 
We collect together, in the following theorem, all the basic spectral 
information about bitriangular operators. Most of this is an immediate 
consequence of the triangular version cited in the previous section (cf. [32, 
Chap. 31). 
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3.1. THEOREM. Let T be a bitriangular operator with diagonal d(T) = 
{A I, 3 n > 1 } with respect to some triangularizing basis. Then 
(i) d(T)=d(T*)*=o,(T)=o,(T*)*. Moreover, 
nul( T- 1; k) = nul((T- A)*; k) 
for all AEC, k> 1. Thus each 2 in a,(T) occurs in d(T) exacti-v 
dim ker( T- A)w times. lf nul( T- A; k) < oo for some k, then ord( T; A) -C CO. 
(ii) ZfA$op(T) and T-2 IS semi Fredholm, then T- 1 is invertible. 
Thus a(T) = olre( T) u oO( T). 
(iii) Every nonempty clopen subset o of a(T) meets up(T), and 
card{j: lj E 0 > = dim Af( T, a). Hence each component of a(T) meets 
a,(T)-. 
Proof: Note that we use the notation Z* = (2: 1 E Z} to avoid 
confusion with the notation Z-, the closure of a set. By Lemma 2.2, 
bp( T*)* is contained in d(T), which is a subset of op( T). And, vice versa, 
a,(T) is contained in d( T*)* which is a subset of CJJ T*)*. So equality of 
these four sets is assured. Moreover, by the same lemma, 
nul( T- 1; k) = nul(( T- A)*; k). 
From the proof of this lemma, one sees that 
nul((T-A)*k)< lim nul((T-11...tV,Z)k)<nul(T-,4)k=nul((T-Il)*k). 
n - x 
Since the number of occurrences of A in d(T) is easily seen to be 
1% + m nul(T- ~IJX~)“, it follows that this equals nul(T- n)“. The last 
statement of (i) is a consequence of Proposition 2.7. 
A semi-Fredholm triangular operator must have non-negative index. 
Thus a semi-Fredholm bitriangular operator has index 0. Thus such an 
operator is either invertible, or 0 belongs to a,(T) = op( T*)*. Hence 
o(T) = ~,re(T)uu,,(T). 
If CJ is a clopen subset of a(T), then by the Riesz functional calculus, T 
is similar to an operator TO 0 T,. such that a( T,) = 0 and a( T,,) is disjoint 
from 0. By Lemma 2.3, T, is bitriangular. Hence (T&T,) is a non-empty 
subset of ap( T) = d(T). Indeed, d(T,) is necessarily a subset of d(T) of 
cardinality dim Z( T; a). That each component of c(T) meets cp( T)- is a 
simple topological consequence. 1 
We remark that, although the set d(T) is determined to equal a,(T) 
including multiplicity, the order is arbitrary. That is, given any permuta- 
tion of d(T), there is an orthonormal basis which triangularizes T and has 
the prescribed diagonal entries. This is in striking contrast to the triangular 
case where there may be many, many possibilities for d(T). 
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The basic reason for the simple structure of bitriangular operators is the 
symmetric behaviour of T and T*. This idea is at the core of the article [4] 
on the structure of the quasisimilarity orbit of a nilpotent operator on 
Hilbert space. This has recently been extended to arbitrary Banach spaces 
by M. OmladiC [44]. 
The following simple proposition sets the stage. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. An operator T is bitriangular if and only if 
V(ker(~-;l)~:~~@,k~l}=~=V (ker(T-l)*k:lEC,kal}. 
Hence the class (BA) is closed under quasisimilarities. 
Proof: The spanning of the kernels is easily seen to be equivalent to 
triangularity, so the first statement is immediate. The second statement is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.8. 1 
Now suppose we were able to apply Remark 2.6 to both T and T*. We 
would obtain triangular operators Tk and Ti, for k 2 1, such that 
e,(T,)=a,(T;)={p,), where {~t,k31}=~p(T)sothat~~.,0T,<T 
and &a L 0 T;* < T*. Thus, 
If we knew that T, -yJ Ti for each k, this would reduce to consideration 
of the case o,(T)={p}. When null(T-p;m)=O for some m, T-pZ is 
nilpotent and the Apostol, Douglas, Foiag theorem applies. So the case 
nul( T - p; k) = CC for all k remains. Unfortinately, we have been unable to 
see how to proceed in this way. We have been forced to use a rather 
indirect argument. 
Recall that an operator is quasitriangular if it has a compact perturbation 
which is triangular; and an operator T is biquasitriangular if both T and T* 
are quasitriangular. The deepest result about quasitriangularity is the 
Apostol, FoiaS, Voiculescu theorem [6] which characterizes quasi- 
triangular operators as those T such that ind( T - 12) 2 0 for every 1 in 
psF( T). A biquasitriangular operator always has a small compact perturba- 
tion which is bitriangular. Better yet, FoiaS, Pearcy, and Voiculescu [20] 
showed that every biquasitriangular operator has a small compact 
perturbation which has a staircase representation. This means there exists 
an increasing sequence A, c -.+; c J& c -,I,; c . . . of finite dimensional 
subspace with dense union such that && is invariant for T and JI$ is 
invariant for T* for all k 2 1. With respect o the decomposition 
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the operator T has the matrix form 
T= 
D, Az B, 
C2 
D, A, B, 
From this form, it is clear that T is both block upper triangular and block 
lower triangular (with different blocks), and so is (Bd). 
As we will be making extensive use of this representation, we introduce 
the following diagramatic device to represent he matrix: 
c, C4 
DS 
A, A2 A, ‘44 
Note that A, represents the operator mapping the invariant subspace 
&” 0 ,+;-, into itself. Similarly, Ck maps the space .& 0 J& into itself, 
and this is T* invariant . B, and D, are operators between these spaces. 
This representation is motivated by the fact that the set of all operators 
with a staircase representation with respect o a fixed sequence of subspaces 
is a reflexive algebra. These algebras, which have been named tridiagonal 
algebras, were introduced by Gilfeather [24]. 
By making use of the fact that jkc, 0 _+i is T-invariant (k < n), we can 
“collapse” this to a single “lower” block. 
Diagrammatically: 
Similarly, -4; 0 J& (k <n) is T* invariant and can be collapsed into one 
“upper” block. 
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3.3. EXAMPLE. Not every bitriangular operator admits a staircase 
representation. Let 
R= 
1 + f f ..: 
I 
I 1 0 
3 
0 + . ..* I. 
with respect o the given basis e,, n > 1, R can be written 
R= 1 n 
n,l 
This is a compact triangular operator. Let 1 1 + f .
1 
S= [ 1 1 O =f+e,@ 0 l.., 
A simple computation shows that S in invertible and 
SRS-’ = c nP’e,@ef =diag(n-‘). 
n>I 
This is diagonal, and thus R is bitriangular. 
The eigenvalues of R are {n - ‘, n B 1) and the corresponding eigen- 
vectors are f’ = e, , and fn=S’e,=e,-(n-l))‘e, for n>2. The 
corresponding eigenvectors for R* are g’ = S*e, = e’ + 1,’ 3 z (n - 1 )- ‘e, 
and g, = e, for n > 2. Since { g,, n 2 1) forms a basis for X, any staircase 
form for R must contain g’ in some -4;. But then 4, l must both contain 
g, and be spanned by a finite subset of {f,, n > l}. This is clearly 
impossible. m 
Nevertheless, this example is similar to SRS-’ which , being diagonal, 
has a staircase model. We now show that this is always possible. Recall 
that IIXI1 l denotes the trace norm of a trace class operator [46]. 
3.4. hoPOSIrION. Let T be a bitriangular operator. Then given 0 < E < 1, 
there exists a trace class operator X with (IX\\, <E such that 
(I + X) T( 1 + X) ~ ’ admits a staircase representation. 
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First we establish a preliminary lemma. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let & and ,,c’ be finite dimensional subspaces, and let M 
and N be the corresponding projections. Suppose that 
I/M- MNMll = 6 < (c/dim A)* < i. 
Then there is an operator S = I+ X such that X= MIXM and 11 XII, < 2&, so 
that %I,“ contains &‘. 
Similarly, there is an operator T = I + Y such that Y = Nl YN and 
11 YII, < 2.5, so that T,H is contained in ,,+*. 
Proof Note that M’ + MNM> (I- 6)1, so A = NM(M’ + MN&f-’ 
has norm at most ( I- S) -‘. With respect to 2 = &! 0 J?‘, A has the 
matrix (f, z). Thus 
Hence 
IIHII, ,< 26’j2(dim &) < 2~. 
The range of A is a subspace Y of J’. The operator S= ( -‘H y) is of the 
desired form , and it maps 9 onto ..#Y; hence SJ+’ contains JZ. 
For the second statement, let P be the projection onto NM. Decompose 
A? = “4f’@ d6’1. As above, there is an operator B= (‘y- 8) with range 
equal to M and ker B = Pl&. Let T = ( -‘, y). Then since KP = K, T maps 
JZ onto NJ?. As before, 
II KII , ,< (1 KII dim ,K < 2.5. 1 
Now return to Proposition 3.4. 
Proof: The basic idea is simple. Since T and T* are both triangular, 
there are increasing sequences {J&, k > 1 } and {Jl$, k > 1 } of finite 
dimensional invariant subspaces for T and T*, respectively, such that both 
sequences have dense union. Let M, and Nk denote the corresponding 
projections. By dropping to subsequences, we may assume that ~9; 
“almost” contains J& and J&+ r “almost” contains -4; in the sense that 
IIMk-MkNNkll and llNk-NkMk+, Nkll decrease to zero sufficiently 
fast. The idea is, via a succession of similarities, to move each ,,C; to be 
exactly intermediate to J& and J&+ ,. Note that ST,!-’ has invariant 
subspaces SJ&, while (ST,!-‘)* has invariant subspaces S*+‘&. To 
simplify our computations, we construct S so that SJ?~ = J& for all k. Thus 
the goal is to arrange that J&C S* -‘,h$ c J&+ , for ail k > 1. 
We proceed by induction. Choose positive constants ck so small that 
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nk,, (1 + 2~~)’ < 1 + E. Suppose that S, = I+ I’, has been constructed so 
that 1 + IlXJ, d nf:,l (1 + 2si)*, S,,& = &‘,, for all n B 1, and &?i~ 
S,* ‘Y.t.i~ -Hi+, for 1 6 i < k - 1. In particular, we may set S, = I. Now, by 
choosing -4; sufftciently large, we may suppose that S,* ~ ‘-1,; almost 
contains JV~ in the sense that the orthogonal projection N onto it satisfies 
IIM, - M,NM,I/ < (&,/dim J&)‘. 
Apply Lemma 3.5 to the subspaces szt=,&‘k 0 S,*-‘J-, and -1” = 
s,*-‘J; 0 Sk*-‘Jl L-1. We obtain an operator of the form A = ( -‘, y) on 
A@& such that IIHII, < 2st and A, 1” contains ,&‘. Let R be the 
operator on X = S,* - ‘-.t; ~ , @ ,N @ -I”: given by IO 0 
R= 0 I H* . [ 1 00 I 
Note that IIR- II), < 2~~; and since RI..& =I and ran(R-Z)E&, it 
follows that R,&‘,, =A,, for all n > 1. Also, R*-~‘I S,*-‘y,t;P, = Z so 
R*~‘(S,*~‘.1..1)=Sk*-‘_II for i<k. Plus, it is clear that R*P’StP’Lti 
contains J&. . 
Now, choose J&+ , so large that it almost contains (S,R)* ~~ ‘=.ti in that 
the orthogonal projection N’ onto this space and Mk+ , satisfy 
INN’-N’Mk+, N’lI <&:/dim -1;. 
Apply the second part of Lemma 3.5 in a similar manner to produce an 
invertible operator U so that (I Cl- III, < 2ck, U-&4, = J,, for all n 2 1, 
U*~‘(S,*~‘,II)=Sk*~‘~11for l<i<k, and (S,RU)*-‘..4, is contained in 
A$ + , . Let Sk+, = S, RU. Clearly, 
IISk+I - 4, Q IIx,II, IIRUII + IIRU- III, 
k-l 
n (l+2Ei)*-1 (1+2&k)2+(l+2&k)‘-l 
i=l > 
= fi (1+2Ei)*-11. 
,=I 
In the limit, S= lim Sk must be an invertible operator such that 
“hfkkSS*-‘A;CAktL for all k>l; and IIS-ZII,<E. Thus STS’ has the 
desired staircase form. 1 
This staircase structure provides the main ingredient for our construc- 
tion, which is the key to the following theorem. By a Jordan operator, we 
mean a direct sum of finite dimensional operators AZ, + J,, where i E C, Zk 
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is the identity on Ck, and Jk is the standard Jordan nilpotent operator of 
order k given by Jke,=O, Jkei=eip, for 2<idk. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let T be a bitriangular operator with a,(T) = {A,,, n E Z>. 
Suppose that for all n E Z and all k > 1, nul( T- A,; k) is 0 or co. Then there 
are Jordan operators H, and H, such that H, < T< H,, and 
nul(H,-,I,,;k)=nul(Hz-1,,;k)=nul(T-1,,;k) forallnEIandk2 1. 
Proof: Since T can be replaced by any similar operator , we apply 
Proposition 3.4 and assume that T is already staircase. Now, as mentioned 
earlier in this section, large sections of blocks can be combined together in 
a single block as follows: 
Let F,, F,, F3, . . . denote the operator obtained by restricting T to these 
(disjoint) blocks. Also, let E,, E,, E, denote the restriction of T to the 
larger invariant subspaces obtained by adding one A on each side. To 
be precise, we choose integers 2 = n, < nz < . . . so that Ek is the restriction 
of T to &$ = -c&, 0 YGltk ~, _, ; and Fk is the restriction of Ek to X’p= 
-t&, - , 0 4,“6 _, . 
We will choose the blocks Fk larger and larger so that E, is always 
similar to a restriction to Fk+ , to some invariant subspace. This is possible 
because the hypotheses on T guarantee that if AZ,, + J,, is a Jordan block in 
the Jordan form of Ek, then nul( T-AZ; n) = cc and thus a Jordan block 
AZ,,, + J, for m 2 n must occur frequently in the Jordan structure of T. So 
by making Fk+ , large enough, we are able to produce injections X, so that 
F k+‘Xk=Xk&. 
Let E=Ek2, 0 Ek, where each Ek acts on a finite dimensional space 
#k. Each Ek is similar to a Jordan form J(,,=c@&+ J,,t. Thus, by a 
well-known argument, E -ys H, = 2 @ Jlkj. Moreover, it is clear that 
nul( H, - II; k) = nul( E - 1; k) = nul( T - A; k) 
for all 1 in C and k > 1, since this is always 0 or 3~. So it suffices to prove 
that E< T. 
Let Pk be the natural injection of 31” into X. We choose positive 
constants ak and b, decreasing to zero so fast that 
0-C b, <a,(2 IIx,II )-’ 
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and 
O<a ks ,6 bk@dXk), 
where 
m(X,)=min{ ilX,.ull: .YEZ$, I(.Y[\ = 1 }. 
Define X in d;p(C@ZL,31c) by X=x,., a,P,-b,X,. Then X is 
bounded, since ak and bkljXkll both tend to 0. Moreover, 
XE= c a,Ek-bkXXkEk 
k,l 
=k?, 
UkEk-bkFk+,Xk=TX. 
, 
To see that X has dense range, let xk be a vector in J’$. Then 
Y- I 
(a;+!-,X)-y k+s- 1 =.yk+s- 1 - n bk+i/ak+i(Xk+r..‘Xk) ck 
i=O 
= .Y k+-sp I -xk+s. 
Summing, we obtain a vector xk -xkts in the range of X which differs 
from xk by at most 
So ran(X) ~ includes xkb r Jt$ = H. 
Finally, we show that X is injective. Suppose x = & 3, 0 xk and Xx = 0. 
Note that each Hk splits as a direct sum Yk ~, @ &@ yk, where 
.&==kn%k+, for k >, 2. Let us write xk = uk ~3 uk @ wk for this decom- 
position. The range of X, is contained in & + , . Thus 
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If some xk # 0, then uk + , = (bk/ak+ ,) X,x, # 0. Hence 
But this implies that 1(x1( = co, which is absurd. So X is injective. 
Thus we have shown that H, -rl-’ E< T. Apply this to T* to obtain 
another Jordan operator Hz so that H,< T*. Then T-C HT. The theorem 
follows. 1 
4. JORDAN FORMS 
Theorem 3.6 puts us in sight of our objective, at least when nul( T - 1; k) 
is always 0 or cc. It suggests that we should now consider when two 
Jordan operators are quasisimilar. It turns out that a similar, but more 
explicit, technique works here. The nilpotent case of the following lemma 
follows from [4] by different methods, but we choose to lit this case into 
our framework. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let m, <n, <mZ <n, < ... be a monotone increasing 
sequence qf positive integers. Let A = x,5=, @J,,,, and B = C,F=, @J,,,. Then 
A hqs 8. 
Proof. Let {ei . (j). 1 < i < mj} and {f!? 1 Q i ,< n,} be the canonical bases 
for the spaces 3 and 4 on which Jm, and J,,, act, respectively. Define 
d, = nj - mj. Then define a linear operator X by 
xf!j)=(jr)-‘e!/I -((j+ l)l)-Le!j+lJ 
I ’ 4 . I ) 
where eFJ z 0 for s < 0. Note that X extends to a compact operator from 
X = 1,: i @ 4 into X = x,T, 0 q. A routine computation on these basis 
vectors shows that AX= XB. We show that X is a quasiaffinity. 
Suppose that x = xi,, xF=, a!jyij) and 0 = Xx. Then 
O= 1 2 ai” +e]fi4-&ei 
jZ1 i=l G. 
fi+ 1) ) 
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where we adopt the convention a, _ . “) = 0 Examination of each coefftcient 
yields 
a;j)=a;-yd,~;, =a;y42j,+d,+2= . . . . 
Since I(x(~ < co, all coefficients must be 0. So X is injective. 
To see that X has dense range, note that 
and, similarly, 
x( j If!./ + 9 1 
j! j! 
- . r+d,+ ... +ci,+51 et'+"1 (j+s)! r+d,+ '.. +li,+.-, - (j+s+ ,)fs;:.'.'. +d,+,' 
Summing these terms for 0 6 s < p - 1 yields 
in ran(X). Consequently, e!j’ belongs to ran(X)) for all i and j. So X has 
dense range. 
It follows that B-K A. But then 
AzA*<B*zB, so A ;;;B. I 
4.2. THEOREM. Let {m,, k 2 1 > and ( nk, k b 1 > be sequences of positive 
integers. Set A = xF=, @ Jmk and B = C:= 1 @ Jnk. Then A -qS B if and only 
ifnul(A;k)=nul(B;k)for all k> 1. 
Proof: The necessity follows from Lemma 2.9. So we suppose that 
nul(A; k) = nul(B; k) for k 2 1. It is easy to see that 
nul(A;k)=l{j:m,>,k)l. 
So either nul(A; k) = m for all k 3 1 whence sup m, = ,x; or nul(A; k,) = CD, 
0 < nul(A; k) < cc for k. < k < I,, and nul( A; I, + 1) = 0. In the latter case, 
it is evident that there are precisely 
nul(A;k)-nul(A;k+ 1) 
Jordan blocks of size k in A, for k, < k < lo. The same holds for B, and the 
sum of these blocks for A and B are thus unitarily equivalent. By restricting 
our attention to the remaining summands, we can assume that mk Q k, and 
nk < k, for all k B 1 with equality holding infinitely often in both cases. 
In either case: (i) sup mj = #xj = sup n, or (ii) sup mj = lim sup mJ = 
lim sup nj = sup nj = k, < ,xj; it is a routine exercise to split {m,} and (n,) 
into at most countably many infinite subsets, which we denote {m,, j >, 1) 
and {n,, j2 1) so that for each i, either rn;, d ni, < mi2 < n;, < ... or 
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ni,<milGniz<mi2< . . . . Let Ai=xj,,@J,,,, and Bi=z,2,@J,,B. By 
Lemma 4.1, Ai -4s Bi. Hence A -4s B as desired. 1 
It is now apparent, by comparison of Theorems 3.6 and 4.2, how to 
obtain a Jordan operator quasisimilar to a given bitriangular operator T. 
We wish to define a canonical Jordan model for T, which we denote by 
J( T ). Define 
a(T-A;k)=nul(T-A;k)-nul(T-A;k+ l), 
where co - co is deigned to be 00. By analogy with the finite dimensional 
case, let 
lEU&?P(T) leap(T) &>I 
Note that there are three cases: 
(1) When nul( T - A)” < XI, J( T; II) is the Jordan form of 
TI ker( T- A)“‘. 
(2) When nul(T-A;k,)=co>nul(T-A;k)>O for k,<k<I, and 
nul( T - 1; I,) = 0, then J( r; A) equals 
k=l 
0 (AZ, + Jk)r(T-lik! 
k=ko+ 1 
(3) When nul(T-A;k)=co for all k>l , then J(T;i) equals 
c @ (21, +Jk)(mO). 
k,l 
By Proposition 2.7, these cases are exhaustive. 
We can now obtain two special cases of our main theorem as corollaries 
of Theorem 3.6 and 4.2. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let T be a bitriangular operator such that 
nul( T- 2; k) = 0 or cc for each A E C and k 2 1. Then Tw, J(T). 
4.4. COROLLARY [4]. Let T be an algebraic operator. Then T wqs J( T). 
ProoJ: Clearly, it suflices to prove this for nilpotent T. So there are 
integers 1 <rn <n so that T” is finite rank, T” = 0, but T”- ’ is not finite 
rank and T”- ’ #O. By Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9 of [32], it follows that T is 
similar to an operator of the form SO F, where F is a finite sum of Jordan 
blocks of size m < k < n, S” = 0, and S”- ’ is not finite rank. Consequently, 
nul(S; k) = co for 1 G k d m, and is 0 thereafter. The result now follows 
from Corollary 4.3 applied to S. 1 
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To obtain the result for arbitrary bitriangular operators, we first add on 
a summand to obtain the hypotheses of Corollary 4.3 and then we try to 
remove it afterwards. This might strike the reader as peculiar, since the two 
corollaries just obtained exhaust the possibilities when crP( T) is a singleton. 
Indeed, it is just a matter of “separating” the eigenvalues. Recall that 
two subspaces JZ and ,.I’ are quasicomplementary if &‘n ,V= 0 and 
,K v ,,+” = 2”. We require a technical lemma. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let A=&,@ Ak be an operator in 2’(Ck2,@Zk), 
where o&A,) = {lk} are distinct complex numbers and ker(A - Jk)W = & 
for k 2 1. Suppose B is an operator in U(X) such that B -qS A. For each 
subset l-c@, set X(B,f)=V{ker(B-,I)“:JE~]. Then Z(B,f) and 
3?( B, C\f ) are quasicomplementary h perinoariant subspaces. If Y is a 
quasiaffinity such that AY= YB, then YZ(B, f)- = *(A, f ). If {f,} is a 
collection of subsets of @, then 
2 B, 0 r, =v X”(B, f,). 
( > 2 1 
Zf n, fcl = 0, then 
n WB, r,) = (0). 
1 
Proof. Let #(A, I-) have the analogous meaning for A. Of course, in 
this case, %(A, r) =x,0 (X?: &ET}. Let X and Y be quasi-affinities 
such that BX= XA and A Y = YB. By Lemma 2.8, 
XX(A,T)G%‘(B,~) and X~(A,@\f)~~(B,@\,,f). 
But X(A, I-) and H(A, C\f) are complementary subspaces and X has 
dense range. So 
.X(B,f)v 3la(B,C\f)=X. 
Again by Lemma 2.8, 
YX(B,f)cH(A,f) and YS( B, @\f) c 3Ep( A, C\f). 
Since Y is injective, the relation 
impliesthat~(B,f)n~(B,@\f)={O}.Thus~(B,f)and~(B,@\~) 
are quasicomplementary. As they are generated by kernels, they are hyper- 
invariant for B. The dense range of Y implies that Y&‘(B, f )- = %(A, f) 
for every Tr C. The statement about unions is trivial, while the general 
intersection result is proved as above. 1 
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There are many interesting questions about the collection {X(B, r): 
f-~ @) of hyperinvariant subspaces, its lattice structure, and how 
it behaves under quasisimilarity. These questions will be considered in 
Section 6. 
We are now in a position to prove our main result. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let T be a bitriangular operator. Then Thqs J(T). 
ProoJ: Let a,(T) be the disjoint union of rl = {pi> and f, = {b;}, 
where ord( T, pi) = cc so that 
nul(T-pi;k)=a for all k2 1, i> 1 
and ord(T, vi) =mj< cc so that 
nul(T-r;;k)=O for all k>m,, j> 1. 
Define 
R= 1 @vjZ+JLy’ E~P(%?), 
jz I 
Then TO R is a bitriangular operator in 9(X 09). Moreover, 
a,( TO R) = np( 77, 
k<mj 
k>mj 
nul( TO R -pi& k) = CC for kal 
ker( TO R - piI)” = ker( T- ,M~Z)~@ (0) for i2 1. 
Let J= J( TO R). By Corollary 4.3, Jh, T@ R. Let X be a quasiaffinity 
such that JX=X(T@ R). Let ZO= A’(#@ {O})- and set X,,= 
X( Z@ {0}, considered as an element of 2(X, so). Let J,, = J( Ho. 
Clearly, J&Y0 = X,,T, so that T< J,. We wish to show that Jo is 
quasisimilar to a Jordan operator. 
By Lemma 4.5, 
and 
XZ(TOR, r,)- =X’(J, r,)=Z(J, I-,)‘. 
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Also, 
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&=xV (ker(T-A)“:lEop(T)} 
Hence 
When 1=p,~rr, then SO n ker(J - pi), = ker(J - pi)“’ and 
Jo I ker(J, - p,)” is a Jordan operator. When I = vi, ker(J- vj)“‘= 
ker(J - v~)~I, so JO 1 ker(J, - vi)“” is algebraic and thus by Corollary 4.4, 
Jo 1 ker(J, - v,)“Q is quasisimilar to a Jordan operator. Thus JO is 
quasisimilar to a Jordan operator Jr. We obtain T<J,. 
Thus J: < T*. By Lemma 2.9, and Theorem 3.1, 
nul(J, - 1; k) = nul((J, - %)*; k) 
<nul((T-A)*;k)=nul(T-i;k) 
< nul(J, - 1; k). 
Consequently, nul(J, - ,I; k) = nul( T- A; k j for all 1 in C and k 2 1. 
Treating T* similarly, one finds a Jordan operator J2 so that T* -C JT, 
whence J2 < T. As above, 
nul(J, - 1; k) = nul((J, - ,I)*; k) = nul(( T- A)*; k) = nul(T- A; k). 
By Theorem 4.2, .I, c yz J2 * qs J( T ). Thus T h qs J( T ). I 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let S and T be bitriangular operators. Then the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(1) Swqs T 
(2) nul(S-I;k)=nul(T-&k)forall;IE@,k>l 
(3) J(S)zJ(T). 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let T be a bitriangular operator. Then 
&Y’(T) = {SE P(X): Shqs T}={&(Bd):J(S)zJ(T)). 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let T be a bitriangular operator such that a,(T) is 
real. Then T h qs T *. 
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4.10. COROLLARY. Let S and T be bitriangular operators such that 
S< T. Then S-4s T. 
ProoJ: This fact is implicit in the proof of Theorem 4.6. Since S< T 
implies T* < S*, application of Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 3.1 yields 
nul(S-i;k)<nul(T-d;k)=nul((T-A)*;k) 
dnul((S-;i)*;k)=nul(S-1;k). 
Now Corollary 4.7 applies. 1 
4.11. Remark. The quasiaflinities relating two bitriangular operators 
may be chosen to lie in any ideal f properly containing the finite ranks. 
To see this, it suffices to verify this for the pair T and J(T). Since 
J(T) = xi,, 0 Aj is block diagonal, it commutes with D = cj2, @qPj, 
where Pj is the identity on the jth block and ~~ is any bounded sequence. 
When sj decreases to zero sufficiently fast, D will be a quasiallinity in f. 
Thus if TX=X.J(T) and YT=J(T)Y, we deduce that T(XD)=(XD)J(T) 
and (D Y) T = J( T)(D Y). So the quasiaffinities XD and D Y belong to f. 
In [42], Kaplansky set three “test questions” designed to test the 
adequacy of invariants for groups. Kadison and Singer [41] applied these 
questions to unitary invariance of operators, and proved the interesting 
result that TO TE SQ3 S implies TE S. Recently, Bercovici [8] applied 
these same tests to quasisimilarity for the class of C, operators. We will 
show that the Jordan model is perfect for answering these questions for 
quasisimilarity of bitriangular operators. We remark, in passing, that these 
questions remain open for similarity of operators and are quite interesting. 
In our context, the problems become: 
(1) If TOT-,,S@S, is Th,,S? 
(2) If A@ Tsys A@S, is Th4” S? 
(3) If there are oprators A and B such that A 0 T rrqs S and 
BGjSw,, T, is TwqsS? 
The key observation is that 
nul(X@ Y - 21; k) = nul(X- 1; k) + nul( Y - 1; k). 
So it is easy to see that for S, TE (Bd), the answer to question (1) is yes, 
since 2 nul( T- ;1; k) = 2 nul(S - 2; k) for all 1 E @ and k 2 1. Likewise, the 
answer to (2) will in general be no. More precisely, the answer is yes for 
all S and T (and fixed A) if and only if nul(A - ;I; k) -C CQ for every A E @ 
and k > 1. This holds precisely when the Jordan models J(A; 2) for each 1 
in a,(A) are all finite dimensional. 
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Finally, the answer to question (3) is yes. Indeed, as in [8], a somewhat 
stronger statement is correct. Say that S quasi-injects into T (S<, T) if 
there is an injection X so that TX = XS. Note that X need not have dense 
range. In particular, if B@ S -4s T, then S<i T. On the other hand, the 
proof of Lemma 2.9 requires only that X be injective to deduce that 
nul(S-A;k)Qnul(T-;i;k) for all AEC and kal. So we obtain: 
4.12. COROLLARY. Suppose S and T are bitriangular operators such that 
S<i T and T-C, S. Then Smqs T. 
In Example 6.1, it is shown that this corollary does not extend to the 
case in which one operator is bitriangular but the other not. 
5. QUASISIMILARITY ORBIT VERSUS CLOSURE 
OF THE SIMILARITY ORBIT 
In this section, we are motivated by L. Fialkow’s article [ 181 (see also 
[37, Section 41). We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
quasisimilarity orbit 3Y( T) to be contained in P’(T)), the norm closure 
of the similarity orbit. The reader is referred to [32, 51 for pertinent 
information about 9’(T)-. Since every S in Y(T)- has a(S)za(T), we 
first look for minimal spectral properties in 9Y( T). 
5.1. LEMMA. Let T be a bitriangular operator, and let E > 0. Then T is 
quasisimilar to an operator of the form N + K, ivhere N is a diagonal normal, 
K is quasinilpotent trace class operator ulhich commutes tvith N, 11 KIJ , < E, 
crr( N) = ar( T), and 
a(N)=o(N+K)=a,(T)-. 
Proof By Theorem 4.6, we may assume that T is a Jordan operator, 
T=L, @&I,“+JJ,“. Set N=C,~,@&,Z~k.and K=~,,3,@2~n&k;‘Jk.. 
It is easy to verify all the conclusions of the lemma. 1 
Let oP( T), consist of all isolated points il of cP( T) such that ord( r; A) is 
finite. Let gP( T), = cP( T))\a,( T),-; these are the cluster points of (T~( T) 
together with those isolated points A of crP( T) such that nul( T- 2; k) = x, 
for all k> 1. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let T be a bitriangular operator. A compact subset A 
of @ is the spectrum of an operator S wqs T tf and only tf (i) A contains 
op( T), (ii) each component o of A meets op( T)), and (ii’) each component 
o of A bvhich is not a singleton meets o,(T),. 
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Proof Since eP( S) = eP( T), (i) is necessary. Condition (ii) is a conse- 
quence of Theorem 3.1 (iii), Now suppose that (r is a component of 
a(S) which meets ‘T~( T)- in a finite set { A1, . . . . A,} and ker( T- Ai), = 
ker( T,- &)“ for each 1 < i < m. Since this is a finite set of isolated points of 
op(T)-, there is a clopen subset z of o(S) containing 0 such that 
r n oP( T) ~ = {I,, . . . . A,,,}. Thus S is similar to S, 0 S, on %, @ &$, where 
g( S, ) = T and a( S,) = n \r. By Lemma 2.9, ker( S - &), = ker( S - &)k for 
1 d i < m. But S, is bitriangular, whence #, = Vy!, ker(S- &)k. Thus 
ny=, (S, - &)k = 0 which forces a(S,) = {A,, . . . . I,, >. As d is a component, 
it must be a singleton. This verifies (ii’). 
To construct Shqs T with spectrum A, consider the case o,,(T) = (0). By 
(ii’), if /1# {0}, then ord( T; 0) = co. Moreover, n is connected and 
contains {0} by (ii). Thus by [32, Chap. 53, there is a sequence Q, of 
nilpotent operators converging in norm to a normal operator N with 
a(N) = /1. The order of nilpotence necessarily increases without bound, so 
by Corollary 4.7, T cos x,lp, @ Qn = S. Clearly, o(S) contains (1. On the 
other hand, if ,D is not in /i, then ( Qn - pZ) - ’ converges to (N - pZ) ~ ‘, and 
hence S - PI is invertible. So a(S) = A. This argument is originally due to 
Salinas, and has occurred in [ 15 and 3 11. 
More generally, if o,(T), # 0, then by using the same kinds of 
arguments as in [32, Chaps. 2 and 51, we can construct operators 
A,,=z Bkrl A,, such that 
(1) A,& is algebraic, fl(A,k) c crP( T); 
(2) IIA,, - NIJ + O(n + ~1) for some normal operator N z N’” ) such 
that a(N) = [o,(T),] -; 
(3) C Ona, A, -qs T. 
Finally, observe that if a,(T), = 0, then T is algebraic and a(S) = G( T) 
for all Swqs T. We can take S= T. In this case. l 
Now we turn to the question of whether 9Y( T) is contained in Y(T)-. 
The closure of the similarity orbit of a nilpotent operator is basically 
understood, but is quite complicated [32, Chap. 8; 5, Appendix II]. In 
particular, for n > 2 and any finite rank nilpotent F, the operators 
.Zy) @ JLm) @ F, 0 < j < n, are all quasisimilar but none lie in the closure of 
the similarity orbit of any of the others. This argument, taken from [37, 
Sect. 4(e)], yields the following immediate consequence. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let T be a bitriangular operator. Suppose that 1 E aP( T) is 
an isolated point of a*(T)-, nul( T- A) = co, and 2 < ord( T, 1) < ccj. Then 
dY(T) is not contained in Y(S)- for any Shys T. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let T be a bitriangular operator. rf for each isolated 
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point A of ap( T)-, either (i) nul( T- A) < m, (ii) ord( T; A) = 1, or 
(iii) ord( T, A) = oc, then there is an operator S-,, T such that Y(S)- 
contains dY( T). Conversely, if Y(S)- 3 %I’( T) for some ShyS T, then T 
satisfies the conditions above. In particular, AY( T) 3 9’(T)- if and only if 
a(T) =a,( T)-, each I. in a,(T) satisfies (i), (ii) or (iii), and whenever 
(iii) obtains, T is similar to an operator T, 0 T’, where a( T’) = o(T)\{ A>, 
a( TA) = {A], and ( T, - U)k is not compact for all k > 1. 
Proof. Lemma 5.3 shows that the condition on isolated points is 
necessary. Furthermore, if Y’(T)- contains AY’( T), then Lemma 5.1 and 
the upper semi-continuity of the spectrum [32, Chap. l] imply that 
Q(T) = eP( T)-. So when A is an isolated point of a,(T)-, the Riesz 
functional calculus implies that T- T,@ T’ such that a( T,) = (A} and 
g( T’) = a(T)\{ A}. When (iii) holds, T, - AZ is a non-nilpotent quasinilpo- 
tent. If (T, - Al)k is compact, then this properly persists for any operator 
A in Y(T)- such that i is still an isolated point of o(A). But 39(T) 
contains operators S such that S- S,@ S’, a(S,) = {A}, and a(Y) = 
a( T)\(A), and so that (S, - AI)” is not compact for any k. The details are 
left to the reader. This proves necessity. 
The converse follows from the similarity orbit theorem [S, Theorem 9.21. 
In particular, we point out that the condition on r, in case (iii) implies 
that T, - I is a universal quasinilpotent. Thus Y( T,)- contains all 
biquasitriangular operators with connected spectrum and essential 
spectrum containing {A). The various other spectral conditions required to 
be in Y(T) - are satisfied because of Theorem 3.1. 1 
6. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
Quasisimilarity preserves the existence of hyperinvariant subspaces [38] 
and may even preserve a large portion of the hyperinvariant lattice 
[38, 161. But it does not preserve all of it, in general [30]. For ordinary 
invariant subspaces, it is even less well behaved. 
6.1. EXAMPLE. Let us first look at our Jordan models. In Lemma 2.3, 
we showed that the 2-2 corner of a triangular form of a triangular operator 
is triangular; whereas the l-l corner need not be triangular. This 
phenomenon occurs even for bitriangular Jordan operators. Let 
T=C,,1 @J, act on X=xnZL @ Zn, where H, is n-dimensional with 
standard basis {el”‘: l<i<n} so that Tei”‘=e!?, for 2<i<n and 
Te(“’ = 0. Let I 
xk = 1 cl,erLk, ct,= (n(n + l))-“‘. 
,I > k 
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Then {xk, k > 0} are pairwise orthogonal and Txk = xk+ ,. Let 
&=span{x,, k>O}. Clearly, TIM is a weighted shift with weights 
IIxk+,ll (lxkll --I = (k+ l/k+2)“‘. Hence TI&I is a Fredholm operator of 
index - 1, and thus is not triangular. 
An even more striking example is obtained by taking ,,1’ = span{x,, *.,t, 1, 
where ,+G = span { ei (“): 1 d i < n - 1, n > 2). This is invariant for T, and, by 
Lemma 2.3, (TI -X)* is triangular. However, sk = T”.x, # 0 is orthogonal to 
Tk,,t/, for all k>,O. So we see that 
So TI,4’ is not triangular. Nevertheless, -S; has codimension 1 in ,1,‘ and 
TI-~~,r~:,., @J,p,zT. So 
TE T( -t; < TI b.4,“ <; T, 
I 
but TI ,,+’ is not quasisimilar to any bitriangular operator. This shows that 
Corollary 4.12 cannot be extended much. 
On the other hand, hyperinvariant subspaces of Jordan models are very 
easily described. (Also see [30].) 
6.2. LEMMA. Let T= x:k2, @ l,I+ J,k,, uvhere & are distinct, and each 
JCk, is the direct sum of nilpotent Jordan blocks. Then the hyperinvariant 
subspaces of T are precisely Lat,( T) = { Ek 2, @ -6&k : Jli;, E Lat,(J,,,)}. 
Zf J= 1, aI @ Jk, is a direct sum of Jordan blocks, then Lat,(J) consists 
of all subspaces of the form 
and 
i,Gi,<i,+(k,-k,) if k,ak,. 
Proof Since the projections P, onto each summand commute with T, 
each hyperinvariant subspace splits as a sum Ck a, @ ,#Zk, where each dk 
is hyperinvariant for J,,,. To prove that all such subspaces are hyperin- 
variant, it suffices to show that each A in {T}’ decomposes as xk >, @A,. 
Indeed, if i#j, let A, = PiAPj. This lies in {T}‘. So if one thinks of A, as 
an element of 9(Pj#, Pi*), one sees that (,I;[+ Ji) A,= A,(I1,1+ J,). 
Hence 
[(A,-il,)Z+ Ji]“Aii= A,J,” for all n 2 1 
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Since (ni - Aj)Z + Ji is injective, A, vanishes on xH >, @ ker(JJ’) which is all 
of PjX. So A, = 0 and A splits as desired. 
Now consider J = x,, z r @ Jk,a. Again, the projection P,, onto the block 
commutes with J. So a hyperinvariant subspace splits as .&-’ = x,, p r 0 M,, , 
where c&,, is hyperinvariant for Jkn. The rest follows from a consideration 
of operators A which intertwine: J,A = AJ,. It is well known that, when 
ndm, A=p(J,,) A,, where p is a polynomial and A,ej”‘=O for ibm-n 
and A&“‘) =e)!,,,,+,,, for m - n < i < m. Likewise, if n 2 m, A = p(J,) A,,, 
where A,e!“’ = e)n’, 1 < i < m. 
for J,, 0 J1, 
So a subspace X~“’ @ JZ~.“” is hyperinvariant 
n<m, if and only if idj<i+(m-n). The lemma now 
follows. 1 
6.3. COROLLARY. If T is a Jordan bitriangular operator and ,+G! is hyper- 
invariant for T, then T 1 ,L! and PfH TI ML are both Jordan bitriangular 
operators. 
6.4. Problem. Is Corollary 6.3 valid for arbitrary bitriangular operators? 
6.5. EXAMPLE. It is easy to give an example that shows that 
quasisimilarity does not preserve the hyperlattice. Let A = J\‘=’ and 
B= J2@ Jy’. Then A cqs B. But, Lat,(A) consists of {0}, ker A, ker A’, 
and %; whereas Lat,(B) consists of (O), ker B, ker J, @ J:‘” ‘, ker B2, and 
Z. (See also [30].) 
6.6. EXAMPLE. Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 might suggest hat if A -4s B, and if 
X is a quasiaffinity such that BX= XA, then X(ker Ak) - = ker Bk. This is 
far from true. Take A = 51,” ) and B = JI” ’ @ JF ’ with m < n; so that 
A- ys B. Represent hese operators on 2”” and 31pln +m’ by 
A= 1 and B= 
OZ 0 
0 I 
. . . . . . . .. 
‘0 ‘I 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 I 
0 I. 
0 
. . . . . . . 
.O'. I 
0 0 
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A routine computation [4] shows that if Y and Z are quasiaffinities uch 
that Ran Y* n Ran Z* = (O}, then 
r 
Y 
Y 0 . . . . 
0 
* .* .. . 
Y 
X= 
Z 
J--I 
0 
0 
Z*. 
0 “hz 
is a quasiaffinity of sP’ into xc’” +m’ such that BX= X,4. Clearly, 
X(ker Ak)- is a proper subspace of ker Bk for 1 <k d n - 1. 
6.7. EXAMPLE. The situation is even worse when T is bitriangular but 
not Jordan. Let J be the Jordan model of T, and let X and Y be quasi- 
affinities such that YT = JY and TX = XJ. By Lemma 4.5, Y ker( T - A)” = 
ker(J- A)” for all 1 in (T~( T). On the other hand, even if ker T” = ker T, 
it may occur that X(ker J)- is a proper subspace of ker T. 
Let D be the diagonal normal compact operator diag(n-‘, n 2 1). 
Consider the operator T in 22’(2FOS) given by 
This is block diagonal and thus is bitriangular. Its Jordan form is easily 
seen to be J= [8 ,“,I. Let {e,, n 2 1) be the standard basis diagonalizing 
D, and set f=Cnzl e,/n. Let W be any isometry of % onto {f } I. Then 
X= 
W D [ 1 0 D3 
is an operator satisfies TX= XJ. Moreover, X is one to one, since 0 = X( .I,) 
implies D3y = 0; whence y = 0; hence Wx = 0; so (f) = (z). Next, notice that 
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Let r= Ilfll’. Since (me,,f) = Il.fll’, there is a vector -‘c,, such that 
Wx, = .f - me,,. So 
It follows that 
f RanX-zRan(W)- v @ o =x00, 
0 
whence 
RanX-=Z@Ran(@) =x@O. 
Thus X is a quasiaffinity. 
The finale is the observation that X ker J = Ran W is a proper subspace 
of ker T. The only good thing we can say about this situation is that the 
smallest hyperinvariant subspace of T containing Ran W is all of ker T. 
This is because the rank two projections onto 
span I(:), (:J] commute with T. 
In light of this example, the following proposition is perhaps the best we 
can hope for. 
6.8. PROPOSITION. Let S and T be quasisimilar bitriangular operators. 
Then there are quasiaffinities X and Y such that XS = TX and S Y = YT and 
such that X2($ r)- = Z( T, l-) and YA?( T, r)- = #(S, f) for evety 
subset r of C. 
Proof. It s&ices to assume that S = .I is the Jordan model of T. By 
Lemma 4.5, we need only construct X. Let T, = T\ ker( T- A)w for each 1 
in oP( T). Clearly, T, is triangular. By Lemma 2.3, T: is also triangular. So 
TA is bitriangular. It is obvious that 
nul( T, - 1; k) = nul( T- I; k) for ka 1. 
Thus an application of Corollary 4.7 yields 
Let J:, be the Jordan model of T,. So J = Cde 0n, Tj @ .I>.. Let XI be a 
quasiaffinity such that T, XI = XIJ,. Now let P, be the orthogonal projec- 
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tion onto the domain of Ji, and let W, be the natural injection of 
ker( T- 1)” into X. For suitably chosen positive constants ci., the operator 
x=p, W,X*P, 
is a bounded operator (e.g., c~, = 2-” IIX,n[l -I). It is clear that TX= XJ and 
that XX(J, A) ~ = Z( T, 1) for 1 E cP( T). In particular, X has dense range. 
For any subset f of @, 
XJr(J, r)- = v X#(J, /I- = v Z(T, i)=A?(T, r). 
leI- ncr 
By Lemma4.5, #(7’, {lj)n%(T, C\(l))= (0). Thus if u=xOtlA lies in 
ker X, then 
belongs to this intersection and hence is 0. Since X, is injective, u1 = 0. So 
X is quasialXnity. 1 
6.9. Remark. This result allows us to choose our quasiaflinities o that 
they yield a bijection between the subsets { %(S, r): l-~ @ } and 
(&‘( T, r): r~ C} of the corresponding hyperinvariant subspace lattice. 
We would like to show that they are sublattices. While it is obvious that 
V Z(T, r,) = X(7’, (J r,), it is not at all clear what happens with inter- 
sections. Is /I X(T, r,) = #( T, n r,) in general?, or even for finite 
intersections? We have been unable to resolve this. 
Clearly, WT r)=Vp-lcojcI. ker p(T). It is a basic fact of functional 
analysis that ker p(T)’ = Ran p(T)* -. Thus 
X( r, r)’ = n Ran p(T)*-. 
p-‘(O)E r 
Also, a standard argument shows that &(T, r) and %(T*, C\T*) are 
orthogonal. Indeed, suppose p is a polynomial with its zeros in f and x is 
a vector such that p( T)x = 0. Take any polynomial q with all its roots in 
C\K By the Euclidean algorithm, there are polynomials a, b so that 
ap+bq= 1. Thus 
x=a(T)p(T)x+q(T)b(T)x=q(T)b(T)xERanq(T). 
Hence x belongs to nq-~,o,cc,~,r Ran q(T)- = Z(T*, C\f *)‘. Such 
vectors are dense in %(7’, r) and so our claim is established. 
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Now we calculate 
v cF( T*, C\r,*) 
1 
)‘=S(T*,C\?+, 
If we knew that X( T, T)’ = X(T*, C\f *), then equality follows for 
arbitrary intersections. This is equivalent to showing that 
X( T, I-) v 31r( T*, C’\,r*) = X. 
6.10. Problem. Let T be a bitriangular operator and let f be a subset 
of C. Is VJ.ETker(T-II)‘” v V;.4rker(T*-X)“=X? 
It seems plausible to us that the answer is yes and that the staircase 
representations hould help. There is one rather special case in which we 
can verify that X( T, r)l= Y?( T*, @\,r*). This occurs when r is finite (or 
cofinite) and ord(T, A) < cc for each A in f. For then, there is a polynomial 
P(r)=ll,?,e~(r-ii)n' so that X(T,f)=kerp(T). Since cW(T,r)= 
ker p’(T) for any p’ with roots in I- which is a multiple of p, we see that 
Ran p’(T)* ~ = Ran p(T)* -. Hence 
H(T*,C\r*)= n Ranp’(T)*-=Ranp(T)*-=X(T,T)l. 
PIP’ 
We also note that the case n TX = 0 implies n &‘( T, f,) = (0) proved 
in Lemma 4.5 follows from results of L. Fialkow [16]. Indeed, if 
J= J( Tj, then Lemma 4.2 shows that the orthogonal projection onto 
Z(.T, f) lies in A(J)“. By Proposition 6.8, there is a quasiaffinity X such 
that TX= XJ and XM(J, T) ~ = X’(T, r). Fialkow’s map takes X(J, f) 
to Vat A,T,’ AX3?( T, f-) ~ = J’?( T, T) because X( T, f) is hyperinvariant. 
So the intersection statement is now part of [ 16, Proposition 4.11. 
Our knowledge of general hyperinvariant subspaces of bitriangular 
operators is rather limited. We propose some problems to help focus atten- 
tion on certain aspects of the issue. 
6.11. Problem. Let T be bitriangular and let .K be a hyperinvariant 
subspace. Is .X equal to 
,,y,, ,,‘d, (-Xnker(T-lY’P 
P ’ 
We conjecture that the answer is yes. This would yield a positive answer 
to Problem 6.4. To answer this problem, a large collection of operators 
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commuting with T is of use. One way to obtain such an operator is to find 
a finite dimensional invariant subspace A! with invariant complement ,t’. 
For then the projection onto A with kernel .A” commutes with T. 
Such subspaces can be found in certain circumstances. For example, 
suppose ord(T; A.) = n < cc. Let x be any vector in ker(T- A)w. One can 
choose a vector X’ in ker( T- A)“\ker( T- A)” ~ ’ as close to x as desired, 
The subspace .I = span(( T - ;l)k~‘: 0 < k < n} is invariant for T, and TI A’ 
is similar to AI,, + J,*. Now we find an invariant complement for A. Let 
$P = X( T, @\{A}). This is invariant for T, and by Lemma 4.5 is quasicom- 
plementary to ker(T-A)“‘. Let TO be the compression of T to 9”. Then 
TO-AZ is nilpotent of order n. Let A’ be the projection of A onto Ypi. 
Since ,V does not meet 9, dim A” = dim A’ and T,( A” is similar to 
AZ,, + J,. By Lemma 7.8 of [32], there is a complementary subspace 9” to 
.K’ in YL which is invariant for TO. Thus ,t’= Y + X is invariant for T, 
and is a complement o ;kt. 
We have found finite dimensional invariant subspaces with invariant 
complement in abundance in other examples as well. In these cases, the 
staircase representation was the key to our analysis. In general, we conjec- 
ture a positive answer to the following problem. 
6.12. Problem. If T is bitriangular, do the finite dimensional invariant 
subspaces of T with invariant complement span all of Z’? 
7. COMPLEMENTARY INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In [23], Fong, Rodman, and the second author characterized those 
operators T such that Lat T contains a complement to each subspace of H. 
These operators are precisely the operators similar to normal operators 
with finite spectrum. We wish to weaken the condition to quasicom- 
plements. Recall that ,v” is a quasicomplement of A%’ if A’n A’ = {0} and 
“V v A = 31”. 
7.1. Problem. Characterize those operators T such that Lat T contains 
a quasicomplement to each subspace M of X. 
When A’ is either finite dimensional or of finite codimension, a 
quasicomplement is necessarily a bonalide complement. So the following 
result is a partial answer to this problem. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. For T in Y(S), the following are equivalent: 
(i) Every subspace ofpnite of cofnite dimension has a complement in
Lat r; 
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(ii) X=V {ker(T-A):%EC}=V {ker(T-I)*:IEC}; 
(iii) T is quasisimilar to a diagonal normal operator. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is contained in [23], but it is 
short enough to merit repeating. If (i) holds but V ker( T- A) = X0 # A?, let 
,& be a subspace containing H0 with codimension 1. Let Co be a comple- 
ment in Lat T. Then D is an eigenvector not in X0, contrary to hypothesis. 
All the conditions are symmetric in T and T*. So (ii) follows. Conversely, 
(ii) implies (i) follows by induction on the dimension. Suppose ,U has 
codimension n, and (i) holds up to dimension n - 1. By (ii), one can choose 
an eigenvector t’ of T which does not lie in ,1(/. Let I 1,‘ be a complement in 
Lat T to ,K v @tl (which has codimension n - 1). Then -4’ v Ctl is the 
desired complement. Finite dimensional subspaces are handled by 
considering T*. 
If (ii) holds, then T is bitriangular and ord( T, A) 6 1 for all A. Indeed, 
consider I = 0 and suppose that ord( T, 0) > 2. Then there is a vector x such 
that T’x = 0 # TX. Now 
> 
‘=n ker(T*-I)’ 
= n Ran(T-i)). 
But -~~‘(T-~)T.~=T,~forjL#OandT(x)=T~Kfor~=O.SoT~belongs 
to this intersection, contrary to fact. Hence by Theorem 4.6, T is 
quasisimilar to .I( T) which is a diagonal normal operator. 
Finally, if T is a diagonal normal operator, then (ii) holds. But (ii) is 
invariant under quasisimilarity, so (iii) implies (ii). 1 
In [ 161, L. Fialkow introduced and analyzed the quasisimilarity orbit of 
the class V of compact operators K such that 
(i) Vi,OZ(K, (i))=X and 
(ii) nrfinlte YqK, c\,,r )= (0). 
Now, condition (i) means that K is an injective, triangular compact 
operator. Since ord(K, A) < w whenever I # 0, the remark following 
Lemma 4.5 shows that X(K, 0,f) = X(K*, r*)‘. Thus (ii) becomes the 
condition 
(ii’ 1 2-Y = Vrfinlte ~(K*,f*)=Vdw(K*, {A},. 
This, of course, means that K* is triangular. So %? is just the set of injective, 
bitriangular compact operators. Thus, the following characterization of the 
quasisimilarity orbit WVys of % is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6. 
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1.3. THEOREM. Let %? be the class of injective, bitriangular compact 
operators. Then 
(ikbS = { T E (Bd ): a&T) = { lk : k 2 1 } is a sequence of non-zero 
complex numbers converging to 0, and nul( T - A)” < m 
for all A>. 
C. Apostol [2] introduced the notion of a basic sequence of subspaces as 
a collection {J&: k 2 1 } of finite dimensional subspaces uch that (i) J’& 
complements Vj + k &j and (ii) nj, 1 (Vk~i.&~)= (0). In his article, 
Fialkow uses this notion to characterize %Zqs a
{ TE Y(X): Lat,( T) 3 {J&; k 2 1 } basic sequence such that 
a(TI-NI) = {&I, where & are distinct, nonzero 
numbers converging to (0 ) }. 
This result follows immediately from Theorem 7.3 and the preceding 
arguments. 
The class %Zqs was studied further by N. N. Chourasia in [lo]. His results 
also can be deduced from our theorem. For example, V = eqbs n X(Z). 
We conclude this section with some discussion of complementary 
invariant subspaces for triangular operators. Even though the point 
spectrum of a triangular operator T can be “enormously large” (e.g., 
o,(S*) is the unit disk for the backward shift S*), Lemma 2.2 shows that 
oJT*) is small. One might hope to use a,(T*) to split the space. We are 
able to obtain this in a special case. Subsequent examples will show that 
there are a number of things that can go wrong in general. 
7.4. PROPOSITION. Let TE Y(X) and let p be a polynomial. Suppose JZ 
is an invariant subspace of T contained in ker p(T) such that Yp.# (ker p(T)* 
is invertible in Y(ker p(T)*, -#I). Then T- (T(A)@ TMl, where T.#I is 
the compression of T to &‘. Moreover, p( T) ,K) = 0 and p( T, 1 )* is injec- 
tive. 
Proof: Let p(t) = nz= 1 (t - &)nk. So g( TI A) is contained in 
P ,, . . . . A,} and TJ,#-CT= L 0 Tk, where (Tk-&I)nk=O. It suffices to 
prove the result in the case m = 1, 1= 0, p(t) = t”, for the general case will 
follow by a straightforward induction argument. 
Split JV = 4 @ &?’ and decompose 
T= 
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Then A = TI A satisfies A” = 0. Compute for k 2 1, 
where Ck=ACk-I+CBk~‘=Ak~‘C+Ck-IB. In particular, 
and 
For each vector f = (:) in ker T*“, we have 
0 = C,*x + B*“y. 
By hypothesis, the map taking f to .X defines an isomorphism of ker T*” 
onto A. Hence we deduce that 
Ran Cz G Ran B*“. 
By a well-known result of Douglas [14], there exists an operator A’ in 
LZ(A”, A) such that C,* = -B*“X*. Equivalently, C, = -XB”. Now, 
notice that 
(C-Ax+XB)B”=(CB”-‘)B-A(XB”)+(XB”)B 
=(C,-AC,-,)B+AC,-C,B 
=A(C,-C,p,B)=A(A”-(C)=0. 
Since B*” is injective, B” has dense range. Thus we obtain 
Hence 
C= AX- XB. 
We observe that a consequence of this proposition is that 
ker p(T)* = ker p( T)*( T- &)* for l<k<m. 
To see this, replace T* by the similar operator A* $ B* on X, 0 X2. Since 
p(A)* = 0 and p(B)* is injective, it follows that p( B)*(B - A,)* is injective 
for 1 f k < m and both kernels above are Zr @ 0. 
The following examples illustrate some of the difficulties arising with 
triangular operators. They indicate that the preceding proposition may 
have rather limited application. 
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7.5. EXAMPLE. Let T be the triangular operator given by 
T= 
‘0 -1 
0 -; 0 1 -4 
I 1 
0 2 -4 3I I -3 
. . . 
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with respect to a basis {e,, n > l}. Then ker T= Ce, and ker T2= 
span(e,, e,}. A routine calculation shows that if x=E,,~~ anen and 
TX E ker T2, then a, = i(n- l)(n-2) a3 for ~24. Hence .x=0, and 
ker T” = ker T2 2 ker T is two-dimensional for n > 2. 
Another simple calculation yields ker T* = Cc, where 5 = 
Ena2 (n- 11-k. If ker T*2 # ker T*, then there is a (unique) vector 
x = xnr, anen such that a2 = 0 and T*x = r. But this forces a,, = n/2 - 1 for 
n > 3 which is absurd. So ker T *n = ker T* is one-dimensional for n 2 1. 
Now Pker~. ker T* = (0) so our proposition does not apply. Indeed, the 
conclusion is false. For if T is similar to an operator of the form 
‘4 = (TI ker T) 0 T,, then 
1 = nul( T) = nul(A) = 1 + nul( T,). 
So T, is injective and nul( Tn) = nul(A”) = 1 for all n 2 1, contrary to fact. 
7.6. EXAMPLES. The precise relationship between ker( T“) and ker( T*k) 
for a triangular operator T is rather mysterious, even when T is compact. 
Consider the following three examples. 
Let 
T= 
aI -b, 
a2 -b, 0 
0 a3 :.b, . . . 
where a, = 6r = 1 and 
b, = l/log j, aj= j/(j+ 1) logj, j>2. 
Then T is compact and o(T) = (0) u {aj, j> 1 }. Since 0 is not a diagonal 
entry of T, T* is injective (Lemma 2.2). However , ker T” = C( for all 
n2 1, where <=xnrl e,/n. 
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Let 
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1 I 
5 
5 
... 
1 
ii f 
O 
0 1 
In this case, d(A) = (0, 0, . . . 1. A simple computation yields that A* is 
injective (so a,(A*) is empty), and thus nul(A*k)=O for all k> 1. 
However, nul(Ak) = k + 1 for all k 2 1. 
Finally, let B = xn r 1 0 n -‘A. This is a triangular compact operator 
with 0 diagonal. B* is injective so nul(B*k) = 0 for k 2 1. However, 
nul(B;k) = cc for all k > 1. 
8. QUASITRIANGULAR OPERATORS, BIQUASITRIANGULAR OPERATORS, 
AND THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF TRIANGULAR 
AND BITRIANGULAR OPERATORS 
The celebrated spectral characterization of quasitriangularity of 
C. Apostol, C. Foias, and D. Voiculescu says that TE Y(X) is quasi- 
triangular if and only if psJ T) = @ [6; 32, Chap. 6). In [34 J, the second 
author “perfected” Halmos’s result [28] “quasitriangular-compact = 
triangular,” by showing that: given TE Y(P) with pJ T) = a, E > 0, and 
a sequence {ijjJc, of complex numbers, there exists KEY X(X), with 
llK,II <E, such that A,= T-K, is triangular with d(A,)= {~~},?Z! L if and 
only if, roughly speaking, the different pieces of t~( T) and the sequence { 1,) 
satisfy all the obviously necessary conditions that one can derive from 
elementary spectral conditions. (See Section 2.) 
The symmetric version of that result for biquasitriangular operators is 
the core of the article [35]; TE Y(s) is biquasitriangular if and only if 
p,+,(T) = P,(T) = 0. 
8.1. THEOREM [35, Corollary 71. Let T be a biquasitriangulur operator, 
and let r= {Aj},xf, b e a sequence of complex numbers such that 
(i) ao( T) c Tc nlrc( T) u a”(T) u (interior[a( T)\o,( T)]); 
(ii) for each nonempty cfopen subset 0 of G(T), card{j: AjE c} = 
dim X( T; o); 
(iii) f, = {ii E P i.i E interior [o( T)\o,( T)] } is a finite (possibly 
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empty) or denumerable sequence whose limit points belong to the boundary 
da,(T) of o,(T); and 
(iv) For each open set Q such that Qno,(T)#@, but 
LX2 n a,(T) = 0, the set {j: Ai E Q} is infinite. 
Then, for each E > 0 it is possible to find K, E Y‘( Y? ), tiith 11 K, /I < E, such 
that 
(1) A=T-K,E(BA) (moreouer, A isstaircase); 
(2) d(A) = f; 
(3) a(A) = [o(T)\interior(cr( T)\a,( T))] u r,, a,(A) = a,(T); 
(4) if A, = {A E g,( T); dist[l, a,(T)] > E}, then X(,4; A,) = 
Y?( T; A,), and A ( %(A; A,) = TJ S( T; A,); 
(5) if II E a,,(T), then dim %(A; {A}) = dim #‘(c (A}) and 
AlW14; {Q, . IS similar to T) &?( c (A } ). Furthermore, 
(6) if each 1 E r, is associated to a Jordan nilpotent J(n) acting on a 
space of dimension d(L) = card{ j; Lj = A}, then K, can be chosen so that 
A-lJX(A; {A}) is similar to J(1). 
In the other direction, Theorem 3.1 implies that, if for each E > 0 it is 
possible to find K, E X(X’), with IIKE, <E, such that A = T- K, E (BA) and 
d(A) = r, then conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are necessarily satisfied. 
Theorem 8.1 and its asymmetric version show in a very explicit way that 
P’(2) includes an abundant supply of triangular and bitriangular 
operators, with abundant possibilities for the distribution of the diagonal 
entries, in each case. 
C.-K. Fong proved that “most” (in a topological sense) normal 
operators are diagonal [22]. D. A. Herrero used the above-mentioned 
results to adapt Fong’s argument to show that: (1) “most” quasitriangular 
operators are triangular, (2) “most” biquasitriangular operators are 
bitriangular, but not similar to normal ones [35], and (3) “most” 
quasidiagonal operators are of the form (1 + X) B( 1 -t X) ~ ‘, where B is 
block-diagonal and X is trace class (with arbitrarily small trace norm), but, 
nevertheless, block-diagonal operators are only a first category subset of 
the class of all quasidiagonal operators [36]. 
Following [35], we define (BA)’ to be all operators A E Y(2) such that 
dim ker(A - 2) = 1 for all A E a,( A ), 
and 
%‘=V (ker(A-A):LEa,(A)}=V {ker(A-A)*:lEo,(A)). 
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Similarly, we set (BA)’ to be those operators A E Y(X) such that 
X = V {ker(A - 1)“: 1 E c,(A), k = 1, 2, . ..) 
=v(ker[(A-~)*]~:J~~~(A),k=1,2 ,... ). 
Clearly, (BA)Oc (BA)‘)c (BA). 
By combining the results of [35, Sects. 3 and 41 with Theorem 4.6 and 
Section 5, we obtain the following result which, in particular, affirmatively 
answers a conjecture of [35], as well as a partial answer to: 
8.2. Problem [33]. Given A in P’(2) and E > 0, is it possible to find 
K, E X(X), with (1 K,II < E, such that A, = A - K, is quasisimilar to B,, of 
the form “normal + compact”? 
8.3. THEOREM. The classes 
(&I)‘\{ A E U(X): is similar to normal} 
and 
(BLI)‘\,{AEY(X): A issimilar tonormal) 
are G,-dense subsets of the class of all biquasitriangular operators. (If 
A E (Bd)‘, and r is a subset of d(A), then 
&!(r) = V (ker(A - A)“: 1 E r, k = 1, 2, . ..} 
and 
.&!(d(A)\T)=V {ker(A-1)‘: Aed(A)\T, k= 1,2, . ..} 
are quasicomplementary hyperinvariant subspaces of A.) 
In particular, “most” quasitriangular operators are quasisimilar, but not 
similar, to some diagonal normal operator of uniform multiplicity one. 
Indeed, given T quasidiagonal and E > 0, there exists K, compact, with 
11 KJ < E, such that T - K, is quasisimilar to a diagonal normal operator of 
the above described type. 
Comparison between the results of [35] for biquasitriangular operators, 
and those of [36] for quasidiagonal ones, suggests the following. 
8.4. Coniecture. The class (&I),, of all staircase operators is a dense F, 
subset of the class of all biquasitriangular operators. 
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In order to show that every T in (Bd)’ is quasisimilar to a diagonal 
normal operator, we do not actually need Theorem 4.6. The proof is an 
easy exercise by using Proposition 2.5: there exists quasiaffinities X, Y such 
that TX= XV and (by applying the same result to T*) T*Y* = Y*N*, 
where N=diag{l,, A2, . ..}. Hence TX=XNand YT=NY, so that Twys N. 
Note added in proof D. R. Larson and W. R. Wogen, in a recent preprint entitled 
“Reflexivity Properties of T@O” have found negative answers to Problems 6.10 and 6.11. 
A more complete analysis is now available in “Counterexamples concerning bitriangular 
operators” by M. S. Lambrou and W. E. Longstaff. They show that the properties considered 
in Problems 6.4, 6.10, and 6.11 are all equivalent, and are explained by the notion of a strong 
M-basis. 
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